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Abstract A novel technique to optimize the input distribution and compute a lower bound for the capacity
of the nonlinear optical fiber channel is proposed. The technique improves previous bounds obtained with
the additive white Gaussian noise decoding metric.

Introduction
The capacity of the fiber channel in the nonlinear
regime is not known[1]–[3], but only upper-limited
by the linear capacity[4] and lower-limited by nu-
merous bounds[5]–[12]. Most of the bounds are ob-
tained by computing an achievable information rate
(AIR) with an optimized decoding metric, while con-
sidering a simple fixed input distribution—typically,
i.i.d. samples with Gaussian distribution[5],[6],[8]–[12]

or multiple rings with uniform phase[7].
In this work, we propose a novel sequence se-

lection technique to optimize the input distribution
and compute an improved lower bound for the
capacity of the nonlinear fiber channel. The tech-
nique uses a rejection sampling method to select
only the sequences of symbols that generate less
nonlinear interference. The AIR achievable when
encoding information on the selected sequences
is then lower bounded by removing the rate loss
caused by the selection procedure.

Sequence selection
The sequence selection procedure—sketched in
Fig. 1—is a sort of rejection sampling method,
in which a random sequence of N symbols x is
drawn from a given unbiased source with probabil-
ity distribution P (x), accepted if it meets a certain
condition, or rejected otherwise. The combination
of the unbiased source and the rejection method
forms the biased source, which generates the sym-
bols at the channel input. The unbiased source
can be arbitrarily selected, i.e., the N symbols can
be drawn from a continuous (e.g., Gaussian) or
discrete (e.g., quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM)) constellation, and can be independent or
correlated (e.g., obtained as the output of a finite-
block-length distribution matcher that implements
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Fig. 1: The biased source, obtained with a selection
procedure from an unbiased source.

probabilistic shaping (PS). The acceptance crite-
rion is defined by selecting a proper metric e(·)—
which measures the amount of nonlinear interfer-
ence generated by a sequence—and a threshold
γE , so that a sequence is accepted only if the met-
ric e(x) is below the threshold, i.e., if it generates a
small amount of nonlinear interference. The prob-
ability of the sequences generated by the biased
source is

Pb(x) =

{
P (x)/η e(x) < γE

0 e(x) ≥ γE
(1)

where η = Pr{e(x) < γE} is the acceptance prob-
ability, which can be approximated as η ≈ Ns/Nt

where Ns is the number of selected sequences
and Nt is the number of tested sequences.

The selection metric e(·) can be defined and
computed in different ways. In this work, we con-
sider only intrachannel nonlinearity, estimated by
using the split-step Fourier method (SSFM). The
metric is defined as e(x) = ||x−y||, where x is the
transmitted sequence and y is the corresponding
received sequence after a single-channel noise-
less propagation. The sequences from the biased
source are obtained by the following steps:

1. Draw Nt test sequences {xk}, with k =

1, . . . , Nt, from the unbiased source.
2. Form the sequence s = (x1, . . . ,xNt

) of
length NtN , obtained by concatenating all the
test sequences.

3. Run a single-channel noiseless simulation
with input s, including all the steps that
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will be included in the system except for
digital backpropagation (DBP)—i.e., modu-
lation, SSFM propagation, dispersion com-
pensation, matched filtering and sampling,
mean phase rotation compensation—to ob-
tain the corresponding received sequence
r = (y1, . . . ,yNt).

4. Accept only the Ns sequences with e(xk) =

||xk − yk|| < γE .

As far as it concerns the system performance,
we expect it to improve as γE becomes smaller—
i.e., as the maximum amount of nonlinear inter-
ference that can be generated by each sequence
diminishes—at least in the same scenario consid-
ered for sequence optimization (single-channel,
dispersion compensation only). However, by re-
ducing γE also η decreases, meaning that less se-
quences are available to encode information. This
rate loss is accounted for in the computation of
the AIR. When the transmitted symbols are drawn
from a Gaussian constellation, we consider the
AIR with symbol-wise decoding, AIRs. When se-
quence selection is not applied, AIRs is evaluated
as in[13], assuming a mismatched decoding metric
optimized for the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. Conversely, when sequence se-
lection is applied, the following lower bound holds

AIRs ≥ AIR(u)
s +

log2 η

2N
in bits/symbol/pol (2)

where AIR
(u)
s is evaluated assuming that the re-

ceived sequence x has unbiased probability P (x),
i.e., transmitting the sequences obtained from the
biased source but computing the AIR with the
same expression as in the case without sequence
selection. The inequality in (2) is obtained using
Pb(x) ≤ ηP (x), which follows from (1) and implies
a loss of at most log2(1/η) bits on a sequence of
N 2-polarization symbols.

On the other hand, when the transmitted sym-
bols are drawn from a QAM constellation, we con-
sider the AIR with bit-wise decoding, AIRb, still
with the same mismatched AWGN decoding met-
ric. When sequence selection is not applied, AIRb

is evaluated as in[14],[15]. When sequence selection
is applied, a lower bound analogous to (2) holds.

System setup and results
The system setup is the same considered in[13]. A
dual polarization WDM signal made of 5 Rs =

50GBd channels, with 50GHz spacing, sinc
pulses, and Gaussian or QAM symbols with PS,
is launched into a 1000 km link. The link is

Fig. 2: AIRs vs selection rate for the EDFA link and i.i.d.
Gaussian symbols as unbiased source.

made of 10 × 100km spans of single mode fiber
(D = 17ps/nm/km, γ = 1.3 W−1/km, and αdB =

0.2 dB/km), after each span an erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) with spontaneous emission co-
efficient equal to 1 compensates for loss. The
ideal Raman amplification (IDRA) case is also con-
sidered. At the RX, the central channel is de-
multiplexed, DBP or dispersion compensation is
applied, followed by matched filter and sampling
at symbol time 1/Rs. After a mean phase rota-
tion removal, the lower bound to the AIRs or AIRb

is evaluated. The PS is implemented through the
probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) approach[16],
using either i.i.d. symbols drawn from a Maxwell-
Boltzmann (MB) distribution—optimal in the lin-
ear regime—or the enumerative sphere shaping
(ESS)[17] with optimized block length equal to 256.
The length of the sequences is N = 256 2-pol
QAM symbols. The number of tested sequences
is Nt = 216. The selection procedure to determine
which sequences are accepted (used in simula-
tions to compute the AIR) or rejected is performed
in a noiseless single-channel scenario at a launch
power corresponding to the optimal power for the
case without sequence selection.

Fig. 2 shows the lower bound (2) as a function of
the selection rate η for the EDFA link and different
launch powers, both without DBP (solid lines) and
with ideal single-channel DBP (dashed lines). The
optimal power is P = 1dBm at η = 100%. The
figure shows that the performance improves as η
decreases, though it seems to approach a max-
imum near the smallest value of η considered in
the figure (which is limited by the number of tested
sequences). This happens because (i) the se-
quences have been optimized for the single chan-
nel scenario without DBP, and not for the consider
scenario, making the sequences not optimal, and
(ii) the loss due to sequence selection—the sec-



Fig. 3: AIRs vs selection rate for the IDRA link and i.i.d.
Gaussian symbols as unbiased source.

ond term in (2)—increases when η decreases, so
that eventually all the curve must decrease again
and vanish when η → 0. Overall, the maximum
gain in the case without DBP is 0.23bits/symbol/pol
obtained with η = 0.19%, and 0.14bits/symbol/pol
obtained with η = 0.39% for the case with DBP.
The gain obtained with DBP—though smaller—is
particularly interesting since the sequences have
been selected in the single channel scenario with-
out DBP, that is, to minimize the intrachannel non-
linearity, which is instead fully compensated for
by DBP in this case. This means that the same
sequences that are “good” for intrachannel nonlin-
earity are good also for mitigating interchannel
nonlinearities. However, we expect to achieve
higher gains by employing a selection metric that
measures also interchannel nonlinearity.

Fig. 3 shows the results for the IDRA link.
The qualitative behaviour is the same as in
the EDFA link of Fig. 2, but with larger gains:
the maximum gains are 0.47bits/symbol/pol and
0.35 bits/symbol/pol without and with DBP, respec-
tively. The reason why the gains are higher in the
IDRA link than in the EDFA link is under inves-
tigation, but we note that the same behaviour is
observed in the case studied in[13], where it can
be explained by the higher coherence (in time and
frequency) of the cross-phase modulation term
in the IDA link. In[13], however, the AIR gains
are obtained by optimizing the decoding metric
rather than the input distribution. Moreover, we
expect that by combining the sequence selection
approach proposed here for the optimization of the
input distribution with the optimized decoding met-
ric employed in[12],[13], we might further improve
the AIR (and capacity bounds).

Finally, we test the proposed approach for a dis-
crete constellation. Fig. 4 shows the performance
of sequence selection when a PAS-256QAM con-

Fig. 4: AIRb vs selection rate for the EDFA link and
PAS-256QAM symbols with i.i.d. MB distribution (solid lines)

or drawn by ESS with optimized block length (dashed lines) as
unbiased source.

stellation with rate R = 6.4 bits/symbol/pol is used,
with or without DBP. When i.i.d. symbols with
the MB distribution are considered as a start-
ing point (η = 100%) for the unbiased distribu-
tion (solid lines), the performance improves by
0.11bits/symbol/pol and 0.06bits/symbol/pol, with-
out and with DBP, respectively. Interestingly,
the gain provided by sequence selection in the
case without DBP is 0.05bits/symbol/pol larger
than the gain provided by PAS with optimized
block length[18]–[20]. When DBP is used, the two
techniques—sequence selection with MB symbols
and optimized ESS without sequence selection—
provide the same gain. Finally, the highest AIR is
obtained when considering ESS with optimized
block length[19] as a starting point (η = 100%)

for the unbiased distribution (dashed lines). In
this case, sequence selection yields a gain of
0.08bits/symbol/pol and 0.03bits/symbol/pol with-
out and with DBP, respectively.

Conclusions
We have proposed a novel sequence selection
technique to lower-bound the capacity of the non-
linear optical fiber channel. Using a simple numeri-
cal optimization, the proposed technique improves
the AIR obtained with an AWGN decoding metric,
with significant gains over both EDFA and IDRA
links, with both continuous and discrete constella-
tions. The use of a more accurate selection metric
(e.g., accounting also for interchannel nonlinearity)
and the combination with an improved decoding
metric[12],[13] are expected to further increase the
lower bounds provided in this work.
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